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I. INTRODUCTION 
By a multtfunction @: X + Y we mean a function defined on the space X 
and whose values are subsets of the space Y. A point x0 in X is a point of 
upper semi-continuity for @ provided x0 belongs to the interior of 
{x: Q(x) c G}, whenever G is an open set in Y containing @(x0); Q, is said 
to be upper semi-continuous if it is upper semi-continuous at ach point of X. 
In this case, {x: G(x) c G} is open in X, whenever G is open in Y, and 
{x:@(x)nF#@) is closed in X, w h enever F is closed in Y. Interchanging 
the roles of open and closed sets in this definition we get the concept of a 
lower semi-continuous multifunction. A selector for @ is a (single-valued) 
function cp: X -+ Y with q(x) E CD(X) for each x in X. 
In this paper we are primarily concerned with the problem of determin- 
ing the best possible selector cp for an upper semi-continuous multifunction 
@ defined on a metric space X and taking only non-empty values in a 
second metric space Y. Very elementary examples show that such multi- 
functions will in general fail to have continuous selectors: e.g., take 
4P(x)={0}forO~x<~,~(~)=[O,1],and~(x)={1}for~<x~1.Hence 
an optimal selector in our case would be one that is the pointwise limit of a 
sequence of continuous functions, or, more generally, a first class Bore1 
function (i.e., cp - ‘( G) is an 9$-set in X for each open set G c Y). Here we 
will prove 
THEOREM 1. Let @: X -+ Y he un upper semi-continuous multtfunction 
with non-empty (but otherwise arbitrary) values, for metric spaces X and Y. 
Then CD has a first class Bore1 selector whose set of discontinuities is an 9$- 
set of the first category in X. Furthermore, tf Y is a normed linear space 
(more generally, a metrisahle absolute extensor for metric spaces), then @ 
has a selector that is the pointwise limit of a sequence of continuous 
functions. 
* Partially supported by NSF Grant 8402239. 
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The first part of the above theorem gives a sharp form to a recent result 
of Jayne and Rogers [12], who show that @ always has a selector of.Borel 
class two.’ That Bore1 selectors exist at all for such general upper semi-con- 
tinuous multifunctions is rather surprising, since there are simple examples 
of lower semi-continuous multifunctions @: R + [O, 11, taking non-empty 
open values, for which no Bore1 selector exists. (By the axiom of choice 
there is a function f: R -+ [O, l] whose graph meets the graph of every 
Bore1 function from R to [0, 11; now take D(x) = [0, l]\{f(x)} for each x 
[2, Example (8)].) 
Our proof of Theorem 1 uses only elementary properties of upper semi- 
continuous multifunctions, in contrast to the proof in [ 121 for class 2 selec- 
tors which make use of the existence of a compact set K,(x) c Q(x) 
(possibly empty), for each x in X, which is a type of “kernel” for the 
topological boundary of G(x). This concept, first considered by Choquet 
[3], has been studied in different forms and under various conditions in 
[3, 4, 121. Most recently, in [lo], a systematic study of K,(x) was made, 
and several general conditions were obtained for its existence, as well 
as conditions under which the different forms coincide. Although the 
“Choquet kernel” motivated our proof of Theorem 1, its full potential will 
more likely be realized in possible extensions of Theorem 1 to non- 
metrisable domains. 
An important variation of Theorem 1 concerns the case when Y is a 
Banach space, where @ is assumed to be upper semi-continuous relative to 
the weak topology for Y, and where cp has the stated properties in Theorem 
1 relative to the norm topology. Jayne and Rogers [13] have shown that 
such norm Bore1 selectors of class 2 exist when Y= c,(T) provided the 
range of Q, is contained in some weakly u-compact subset, a condition 
which we latter removed in [lo, Theorem 51. We remark that for a com- 
pact-valued weakly upper semi-continuous multifunction into a general 
Banach space Y, the above variant of Theorem 1 has recently been shown, 
using different techniques, for the case when X is completely metrisable 
[ 111 (more generally, a hereditary Baire metric space), or for a general 
metric space X provided Y has the Radon-Nikodym property (more 
generally, the point of continuity property [14]). 
So far we have been unable to prove the above variant of Theorem 1 for 
a general Banach space Y. 2 However, we do prove the following in 
Section 3. 
’ More precisely, it is shown in [ 12, Theorem 23 that the domain is the union of two Bore1 
sets of class 1 such that the restriction of the selector to either is of the ftrst class. 
2 After the present paper was submitted for publication, the author was informed by 
Dr. V. V. Srivatsa that he has proven the first part of Theorem 2 for a general Banach space Y
using techniques different from ours. The techniques make use of the fact that the weak and 
norm closures of a convex set coincide, and do not apply to a dual Banach space with the 
weak* topology [18]. 
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THEOREM 2. Let @:X-+ Y be an upper semi-continuous multifunction 
with non-empty values, from a metric space X to a Banach space Y with its 
weak topology (respectively, a dual Banach space with its weak* topology). 
Zf Y is separable or Y = co(T) f or some cardinal r (respectively, Y is norm- 
separable), then CD has a selector rp that is the norm pointwise limit of a 
sequence of norm continuous functions, whose set of points of norm discon- 
tinuity is an Fe-set of the first category in X.3 
In order to obtain Theorems 1 and 2 simultaneously, and to possibly 
pave the way for further extensions, we introduce a new concept related to 
the concept of a “fragmented space” recently developed by Jayne and 
Rogers [ 143 (cf. also [ 111). Recall that a Banach space Y is said to have 
the point of continuity property if, for each weakly closed and bounded sub- 
set A of Y, the identity function (A, weak) + (A, norm) has at least one 
point of continuity; equivalently, every such A has non-empty relatively 
weakly open subsets of arbitrarily small norm diameter. (We refer the 
reader to the paper of Edgar and Wheeler [6] for an interesting account of 
this and related concepts.) Generalizing this concept, Jayne and Rogers 
[14] say that a Hausdorff space Y is fragmented by a metric p on the set 
Y, if each non-empty closed subset of Y has non-empty relatively open 
subsets of arbitrarily small p-diameter. The following lemma is an easy 
consequence of the definition and [ 14, Lemma 11. 
LEMMA. The following are equivalent for any Hausdorff space Y and any 
metric p on the set Y. 
(1) Y is fragmented by p; 
(2) corresponding to each E > 0, Y has a partition into a transfinite 
sequence {V(a): 0 <a < tc} such that p-dim cl V(u) < E and IJoGBGol V(j3) is 
open, for each tl < K. 
Property (2) of the above lemma is used in [14] to obtain first class 
selectors for upper semi-continuous multifunctions taking compact values 
in a fragmented space (relative to both topologies on the fragmented 
space). Such “open-end” fragmentations seem well suited for compact- 
valued multifunctions, but less so in the general case. We thus consider the 
following related notion. 
DEFINITION 1. We say that a Hausdorff space Y has a closed-end 
fragmentation by a metric p on the set Y if, for some ordinal K, there 
3 For Banach spaces Y with the weak topology, it was previously shown in [13] that such 
multifunctions possess Bore1 measurable selectors of an unspecified class, when Y is separable, 
and of class 2 when Y= c,(T) (cf. also [ 10, Theorem 51). 
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exist closed sets V(cl In) in Y, indexed by the finite sequences 
a 1 n = (al) . . . . a,) E lc*, n = 0, 1,2 )... (with crl0 = a), satisfying the following 
properties: 
0) Y= WU and Valn)=UscK Vain, 8), 
(ii) UeCs V(aIn, 5) is closed in Y, for each ~l(n and /3<1c, 
(iii) for each infinite sequence (a,),, r in K, if r\,= I V(a I n) # a, 
where a I n = (aI, . . . . a,), then p-diam V(a I n) + 0. 
It is easy to show (see Lemma 5 of Section 2) that every metrisable space 
has a closed-end fragmentation for any compatible metric, and every 
separable Banach space in its weak topology (or separable dual Banach 
space in its weak * topology) is closed-end fragmented by its norm. 
Furthermore, by a result of Jayne and Rogers (see Lemma 6 of Section 2), 
the Banach space c,(T) with its weak topology is closed-end fragmented by 
its norm. In Section 3 we will prove the following common generalization 
of Theorems 1 and 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let @ be an upper semi-continuous multifunction with non- 
empty values, from a metric space X to a Hausdorff space Y having a closed- 
end fragmentation by a metric p. Then @ has a Bore1 selector cp of the first 
class relative to the p-topology on Y, and whose set of discontinuities is an 
FO-set of the first category in X. In addition, tf ( Y, p) is an absolute extensor 
for metric spaces, then @ has a selector that is the p-pointwise limit of a 
sequence of p-continuous functions. 
Recall that a space Y is an absolute extensor for metric spaces if, 
whenever f: A + Y is a continuous function from a closed subset A of a 
metric space X, then f has a continuous extension to all of X taking values 
in Y. Dugundji [ 51 has shown that any convex subset of a locally convex 
linear topological space is an absolute extensor for metric spaces. 
In connection with the last statement of Theorem 3, note that any 
function from a topological space to a metrisable space which is the 
pointwise limit of a sequence of continuous functions is necessarily of the 
first Bore1 class, and its set of discontinuities is an Fg-set of the first 
category [16, Sect. 31, X]. 
The proofs of the theorems are given in Section 3, subsequent o proving 
several preliminary lemmas in Section 2. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
The following simple property of upper semi-continuous multifunctions 
is pivotal to our proof of Theorem 3. All spaces considered are assumed to 
be Hausdorff. 
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LEMMA 1. Let x0 be a point of X having a countable base of 
neighborhooa5 U,, n = 1, 2, . . . . Zf @: X + Y is upper semi-continuous at x0, 
and (x,), (y,) are sequences with 
X,E U, and Yn E @h)\@W~ 
for each n, then (y,) has an accumulation point in @(x0). 
Proof Let F denote the closure in the Hausdorff space Y of the 
sequence (y,). Since no y, belongs to @(x,,), it suffices to show that 
Fn @(x,,) is non-empty. If not, then @(x,,) would be contained in the open 
set Y\F, implying x,, is an interior point of {x:@(x) c Y\F} by upper 
semi-continuity. But this implies that 0(x,) c Y\F, for some n, con- 
tradicting the fact that y, E F. i 
LEMMA 2. Let X be a space in which open sets are %O-sets. Zf 
GfT= {C(a):a< } K is a collection of subsets of X that is discrete relative to its 
union, then G?? has a discrete a-&composition relative to X; i.e., each 
C(a) = IJ,“= 1 C(a, n) with {C( a, n : a < tc} discrete in X for each n. Zf, in ) 
addition, each C(a) is an %c-set in X, then the union of any subcollection of 
V is an %O-set in X. 
Proof By assumption, each point of u %? has an open neighborhood 
that meets C(a) for exactly one a< rc. Choose such a neighborhood for 
each point and let U denote the union of these open sets. We have 
U = U,“= i C,, with each C, a closed set in X, and it is readily seen that 
each of the collections {C, n C(a): a < rc > is discrete relative to X. Thus we 
need only define C(a, n) = C, n C(a), for each a < K and n = 1,2, . . . . 
Since the union of a a-discrete collection of 9$-subsets of X is again an 
FO-set, the second part follows immediately. 1 
To obtain measurable selectors for multifunctions taking values in a 
separable metric space, one usually makes essential use of the “countable 
reduction property” [16, p. 3501 (cf. also [17]). An abstraction of this 
property, applicable to the non-separable case, was recently presented in 
[7]. Here we need the following refinement of Lemma 3.4 of [7]. 
LEMMA 3. Let g = (C(a): a < IC} be a transfinite sequence of sets in a 
metric space (X, p) with the property that us< a C(p) is closed in U V for 
each ordinal a < tc, and with U W an %U-set in X. Then there is a collection 
{H(a): a < K > of %O-sets in X satisfying: 
(i) {H(a): a < tc} is disjoint and discretely o-decomposable in X; 
(ii) H(a) c C(a), for each a < tc; and 
(iii) U,,, H(a)= U,,, C(a). 
In this case, we will say that {H(a): a < K > is an %c-reduction of V. 
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Proof Define H(0) = C(O), and for 0 c a < rc define 
and let E, = p-dist [x, U B c cL C(p)] for x E D(a). Let Y denote U %?, so Y is 
an FO-set in X by assumption. 
Since each E, is positive, we have 
Y\H(O)= z U,,,n=l 
where U, = {x E K E, > l/n}. As each U,, is open in Y and each D(a) is the 
difference of closed sets, D(a) n U, will be an &-set in X for each n and 
0 < a < K. The definitions imply that the p-distance between D(a) n U, and 
O(p) n U, is > l/n whenever 0 <p < a < rcc; consequently, for each 
n = 1, 2, . ..) 
(H(O)}u{D(a)nU,:O<a<tc} 
is a discrete collection relative to Y of &-sets in X. By Lemma 2, each of 
these collections is discretely a-decomposable relative to X. 
To complete the proof, we need only define 
H(a)= fi D(a)nU,, 
n=l 
for 0 c a c K. Properties (i) and (ii) are immediate from the above, and (iii) 
follows since each D(a) is covered by {U,: n= 1,2, . ..} and {D(a)}, is a 
refinement of { C(a)\C(O)}, for 0 < a < K. 1 
Our next lemma isolates the key ingredient of the inductive construction 
needed for the proof of Theorem 3 given in Section 3. 
LEMMA 4. Let @: A’+ Y be an upper semi-continuous multifunction with 
non-empty values for arbitrary Hausdorff spaces X and Y. Let C% be any 
locally finite cover of X, and consider the set 
G= {XEX @(cl U)\@(x)#@ whenever XE UE~}. 
Then G is an open subset of X and @ r X\G has a continuous selector whose 
fibers form a discrete collection of closed sets in X. 
Proof For each U E 9, we take 
u* = (x E cl u: #(cl U) c Q(x)} 
=cl fhn ((xEX: @(x)n (y} #@}:y~a(d u)). 
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As @ is upper semi-continuous and points in Y are closed, each U* is 
closed in X; thus, { U*: U E %} is a locally finite collection of closed sets in 
X. Since clearly we have 
G=X\U {u*:uE@}, 
it follows that G is open in X 
Now, for each U E 4?!, it follows from the definitions that 
x, x’ E u* implies @p(x) = @(cl U) = @(x’). 
Consequently, the distinct sets of the form 
[x] = {X’E X\G: 0(x’) = Q(x)} (1) 
constitute a partition of X\G, and each is a union of sets of the type U*, 
with U E %!; each such U being associated with one and only one set of the 
form (1). As a locally finite collection of disjoint closed sets, the collection 
{[xl: x E X\G} is discrete in X. Thus any selector for @ r X\G that is 
constant on [xl, for each XE X\G, will be continuous, and satisfy the 
conclusion of the present lemma. 1 
Our next lemmas deal with spaces having closed-end fragmentations. 
LEMMA 5. Any metric space is closed-endfragmented by its metric. Any 
separable Banach space with its weak topology is closed-end fragmented by 
its norm. Any separable dual Banach space with its weak* topology is closed- 
end fragmented by its dual norm. 
Proof. Given a metric space (X, p), there is an ordinal K such that, for 
each n = 1, 2, . . . . X has a locally finite cover V(n) = ( I$) : a < K> by closed 
sets of diameter < l/n (adjoining empty sets if necessary to accommodate 
the fixed K). One now easily checks that the sets 
v0zr)=x and V(aln)= V(‘)n ... n I/(“) a1 =” ’ 
with k’g) E V(i), satisfy the definition of a closed-end fragmentation. 
Let Y be a separable Banach space, and let {y,,, :m = 1,2, . ..} be a norm 
dense subset of Y. Let Bc) denote the closed ball about y, of radius l/n, for 
n = 1, 2, . . . . Given natural numbers m, , . . . . m, for n = 1,2, . . . . define the sets 
B(0)= Y and B(m,, . . . . m,) = Bj,j! n . . . n BE:. 
It is then clear that these sets form a closed-end fragmentation of Y in its 
weak topology relative to its norm. The proof for dual Banach spaces is 
exactly the same. 1 
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LEMMA 6 (Jayne and Rogers [ 13, 151). The Banach space c,(T) in ifs 
weak topology has a closed-end fragmentation relative to its usual 
(supremum) norm4 consisting of closed bounded convex sets, for any 
cardinal r. 
ProoJ This is mostly contained in [13, Lemma 81 (note the misprint in 
part (a), where B(B,, .:., 0,) should be L(8,, . . . . 0,)). Property (iii) of our 
Definition 1 is covered by [ 15, Lemma 93. 1 
Our final lemma deals with the following question: Iff: X-+ Y is a Bore1 
class 1 function, for metric spaces X and Y, when is f the pointwise limit of 
a sequence of continuous functions from X to Y? If Y = R, then this is 
always the case by a classical result due to Baire. Note, however, that the 
above fails for very simple functions into non-connected spaces (e.g., 
f: R + (0, l} withy-l(O)= (0)). On the other hand, it is consistent with 
the usual axioms of set theory for the above to fail for any non-separable 
Y, since it is consistent for there to exist a set E c Iw of cardinality K, all of 
whose subsets are relative &-sets; thus, if S: E -+ Y is any function onto a 
discrete subset of Y, thenfis of Bore1 class 1 but not a pointwise limit of 
continuous functions (since this requiresf(E) to be separable). Hence, for 
non-separable Y, something more must be imposed on the functionf: 
We say that a functionf: X + Y is a-discrete if it has a a-discrete base 3; 
i.e., a is a a-discrete collection of subsets of X and, for each open G c Y, 
f-'(G) is a union of sets from a. Practically all of the familiar properties 
of Bore1 measurable functions, taking values in a separable metric space, 
carry over to the non-separable case when the functions are a-discrete; and 
this property will always be satisfied, for example, when the domain is a 
Bore1 set in its completion [S]. 
In [9, Theorem 61 we stated that the following was true: If Y is a metric 
space having the extension property for the metric space X,* then any Bore1 
class 1 a-discrete function from X to Y is the pointwise limit of a sequence 
of continuous functions from X to Y. It has recently come to light that the 
proof given in [9 J is only valid for functions having a discrete range. (The 
general result does not follow from this as claimed in [9], since the exten- 
ded functions constructed there need not have discrete ranges, so Lemma 4 
need not apply.) It remains open whether the above statement is true. 
However, the corrected version which we give here, in which Y is now 
assumed to be an absolute extensor for metric spaces, seems to be sufficient 
4 It is clear that if a topological space X has a closed-end fragmentation relative to a given 
metric P, then X has a closed-end fragmentation relative to any metric on x generating a 
topology contained in the p-metric topology; in particular, this holds for any equivalent 
metric. 
* Y has the extension property for X if, whenever f: A -+ Y is continuous and A c X is 
closed, thenj has a continuous extension to all of X taking values in Y. 
580/‘75/2- I2 
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for most applications. For example, the main results of [ll, 143, which 
make use of [9, Theorem 63, remain intact, as they apply to the case when 
the range space Y is a Banach space, which is an absolute extensor for 
metric spaces. 
It will be convenient to call a function which is the pointwise limit of a 
sequence of continuous functions a function of the first Baire class (relative 
to the given spaces). 
LEMMA I. Let X be a metric space and let Y be a metrisable absolute 
extensor for metric spaces. Then any Bore1 class 1 a-discrete function 
f: X -+ Y is of the first Baire class from X to Y. 
Proof For a fixed metric on Y, we can write f as a uniform limit of a 
sequence of Bore1 class 1 a-discrete functions f,: X + Y, n = 1,2, . . . . such 
that each fn has a discrete range in Y [9, Theorem 31. Second, since 
[9, Theorem 63 is valid for function with a discrete range (as noted above), 
each f,, is of the first Baire class from X to Y. Hence, the proof reduces to 
showing that the set of all first Baire class functions from X to Y is closed 
to uniform sequential imits. 
Let us lirst assume that Y is a normed linear space, and suppose 
g: X + Y is a pointwise limit of a sequence (g,) of continuous functions, 
and 11 g(x)11 d c for all x in X and some constant c. Then g is the pointwise 
limit of a sequence (h,) of continuous functions with Ilh,(x)lj <c for all x 
and for each n = 1, 2, . . . . For this, it suffices to define 
if II &)ll > c 
otherwise. 
Now suppose f is the uniform limit of a sequence (fJ of first Baire class 
functions from X to the normed linear space Y. We may further assume 
that 
Ilfn, I(X) -f,(x)11 < 2-” 
forallxEXandn>l.Sincef,+,--f, is clearly of the first Baire class, it is 
the pointwise limit of a sequence (g,,), s I of continuous functions; and, by 
the above, we may assume that )I g,,(x)ll < 2~” for all x in X and n, m 2 1. 
Defining 
g,=g,n+gzn+ ... +gm 
for each n > 1, it easily follows that (g,) is a sequence of continuous 
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functions converging pointwise to S-f1 (cf. [ 16, p. 3921). It follows that 
f-f,, and hencef, is of the first Baire class. 
We now assume that Y is a metrisable absolute extensor for metric 
spaces, and let f: X--P Y be a Bore1 class 1 a-discrete function. By the 
Arens-Eells theorem [l J, the metric space Y can be isometrically embed- 
ded in a normed linear space E so that Y is a closed subset of E. Since Y is 
an absolute retract, there exists a retraction r of E onto Y. By the above, 
there exists continuous functions f,: X-P E, n = 1,2, . . . . such that f is the 
pointwise limit of the sequence (f”). But then, for each x E X, the sequence 
r(f,(x)) converges to r(f(x)) =f(x), showing thatfis also of the first Baire 
class as a function from X to Y. 1 
3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
In view of Lemmas 5, 6, and 7, Theorems 1 and 2 will follow upon 
proving Theorem 3. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Fix a metric p on the set Y with respect o which 
Y has a closed-end fragmentation by the sets V(a In), al HE K”, 
n = 0, 1) 2, . ..) and define the sets 
C(aIn)=@-‘(V(aIn))= (XEX @(x)n V(aln)#@}, 
@&t(x) = @P(x) n vo: I n), for x~C(xln), 
for each aln in K”, n =O, 1, 2, . . . . 
As @ is upper semi-continuous, for each fixed CI ) n and D < K it follows 
that 
and 
U C(c~ln,E)=@-~( U V(aln,<)) isclosedinX, 
t;<S C<B 
(1) 
rp cr,n: C(aIn1-t v~ln) (2) 
is upper semi-continuous with non-empty values. 
For a given metric on X, let &” be a locally finite open cover of X by sets 
with diameter < l/n, for n = 1,2, . . . . By successive applications of Lemmas 3 
and 4, we shall define by induction on n = 1, 2, . . . . and for each c1 In in P, 
subsets of X, denoted F(aIn), G(~ln), and H(aIn), and a function 
v>.~. : F(a f n) --, V(cr 1 n) satisfying the following conditions: 
(i), { H(a I n): ~11 n E K”} is an &-reduction for 
{G(aIn--l)nC(aIn): aln=(aln-l,a,), a,<K} 
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relative to the space X, for each a 1 n - 1 in K”-‘, with the understanding 
that G(alO)=Xand (aIO,a,)=a,; 
(ii),, F(aI n) and G( ) ) a n partition H(a In) into 9C-subsets of X, 
(iii),, G(aln)= {x~H(aIn):~,,,(H(aJn)ncl U)\@,,,(x)#@ 
whenever x E U E 92”); 
(iv), hrn is a continuous selector for QE,,, r F(a 1 n) whose fibers form 
a discrete collection of go-sets relative to X (taking c+I,,, = fzr whenever 
F(aln)=0). 
Since the construction for n = 1 is entirely analogous to the general case, 
let us assume that we have things up to n - 1 for some n > 1. 
For each fixed a/n-l in K~-', by (ii), L and remark (1) above, and 
since G(a I n - 1) c C(a I n - 1 ), we may apply Lemma 3 with 
V={G(aIn-l)nC(aIn):aIn=(aIn-l,a,),a,<fc}, 
and obtain an Pn-reduction 
{H(aIn):aln=(aln-l,a,),a,<Ic} 
for +? relative to the space X, so that (i), is satisfied. We now apply Lemma 
4 with 
@=@+ rH(aln) and %= {UnH(aIn): UEqn!n>, 
to obtain a partition of H(a I n), 
H(aIn)=F(aIn)uG(aIn), 
with G(a (n) defined by (iii),,, and a continuous selector 
co aln:fTaIn)+ Vain) 
for Cl, 1 f’( I h h a n w ose fibers form a discrete collection in X. Since each 
H(a ( n) is an &-set in X, properties (ii),, and (iv),, follow from Lemma 4. 
The inductive construction is thus complete. 
An immediate consequence of the construction is that, for each x in X, 
there is a unique sequence (a,), a 1 in K such that x belongs either to the 
disjoint union 
E f’(aIn), (3) 
n=l 
or x belongs to the intersection 
nfj, G(a I n). (4) 
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Accordingly, we define a selector cp: X+ Y for @ by 
v(x) = 
/ 
cp,,“@) if xEF(aln), 
YX if XE fi G(aIn), 
n=l 
where y, is the unique point of the set 
@(x)n fi V(ajn). (5) 
n=l 
To see that the set in (5) is non-empty, first note that by (iii), and (2) 
above, x in G(a 1 n) implies there exist U, E ?%” and 
accordingly, by Lemma 1, it follows that ( yn)n> 1 has a cluster point y, in 
the set (5). It now follows from the definition of a close-end fragmentation 
that p-diam V(a) n) -+ 0 as n -+ co, and so the set (5) has only the point y,. 
Thus cp is a selector for CD. 
For a given p-open set V in Y and for each n = 1,2, . . . . let 
G(V,n)=U {G(aln): V(aIn)cV,aIn~K”) 
and let us show that 
~p-~(l’)= fi G(V,n)uZ(V,n). (6) 
n=l 
Since cp(H(a In)) c V(a ) n) for each a I n, it is clear that the set on the right 
in (6) is contained in the set on the left. Thus suppose x E cp - ‘( V), and let 
(aJnr l be such that x belongs either to the set (3) or (4) above. If 
x E F(a (n) for some n, then q(x) = pain(x) and so 
X-Pm$(Y) for y=cp(x)E V. 
Otherwise, we have 
XE fi G(aln) and dx)E fi Vain). 
n=l n=l 
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Since p-diam V(aln) +O and (P(X)E V, V(aln) c V for some n, and it 
follows that x belongs to the right side of (6). Thus (6) holds for each 
p-open V c Y. 
For each n, it follows easily from (i),, (ii),, and (iv),, that 
is a disjoint discretely o-decomposable collection of &-sets in the space X. 
Thus, by Lemma 2 and (6), CJJ is Bore1 measurable of the first class. 
Moreover, this shows that the collection 
(q-‘(V): V open in Y) 
has a a-discrete base, so cp is a o-discrete function. It now follows from 
[S, Theorem lo] that the set of points of discontinuities of q is of the first 
category in X. Finally, if (Y, p) is an absolute extensor for metric spaces, 
then cp: X-t (Y, p) is the pointwise limit of a sequence of continuous 
functions from X to (Y, p) by Lemma 7. That completes the proof of 
Theorem 3. 1 
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